Have Fun & Learn
Public library is the life-line in local society
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one age ago ...
today...
knowledge
What’s in it for ...
we waited
30 min
NO SERVICE
How to create the library of tomorrow...
...with less money

ECONOMIC CRISES
TREASURE-CHAMBER
READING ABILITY

learn young ...
HAVE FUN & LEARN

Office Imperfect eyesight
boek voor iedereen
make something happening
INSPIRATION !
MEETINGPLACE: inspiration & development

mini cinema

Cultural Program

Coffee star
If you catch the eyes the rest will follow!
Be the talk of the town
Public library in the primary school

more reading = better language skills
every day min.15 minutes
It's a library, honey--kind of an early version of the World Wide Web.
DREAM BIG

THINK BIG
Dutch Program
“Public Library and Primary Schools”

for the kids

* Collection in the school
* 100 % member public library
* Digital portal public library
* Classical lending
* Structural time for reading
* Skilfulness searching, reviewing and processing data
* Have fun & learn
* A better future

for the school

* Support the management in policy-making Reading & Language
* Support teachers in teaching Reading & Digital searching skills
* A monitor program shows kids’ progress in language acquisition and enrichment of the language
* Have fun & teach
* Happy parents
Innovation by working together
Have fun & learn

Scene setting: Do!

modern setting

make it EASY

Sunday OPEN!

eco

inspiration

SUPERplace to be

reading & relaxing

have fun

always a smile
Be proud and tell them!